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1.1 Introduction 
1.1.1 This report has been prepared in support of a planning application for the 

change-of-use of an A3 premises to a D1 non-residential educational centre 
including alterations to doors and windows. 

1.1.2 The report sets out key considerations in designing the proposals in terms of its 
scale, layout and intended use as well as what has been considered in 
designing the access. 

1.1.3 This report does not provided detailed technical arguments on key 
considerations which are provided in the Transport Study and Road Safety 
Audit. 

1.2 The Existing Site  
1.2.1 The site is located at the intersection of New Hall Lane and Acregate Lane as 

shown in Appendix A. The property is currently disused and has been since 
2010. It was previously used as a public house and hotel and was last known as 
‘The Acregate Public House’. The property is of three story construction in 
addition to a cellar under part of the ground floor. 

1.2.2 The site has frontages with pedestrian accesses off Tunbridge Street and 
Acregate Lane and New Hall Lane. The access off New Hall Lane has been 
closed for some years, but the doorway is still present and the introduction of a 
door could bring this access back into use. Access off Tunbridge Street also 
provides for servicing via a loading area. 

1.2.3 The predominant land uses adjacent to the site are: 

 on New Hall Lane on the southern side of the street to the west on Acregate 
Lane is primarily retail, 

 on New Hall Lane on the northern side of the street to the west of Acregate 
Lane is primarily residential, 

 on New New Hall Lane on both sides east of Acregate Lane is primarily 
residential, 

 Tunbridge Street is residential with the only significant exception apart from 
the Centre service access being the Gudwara (Sikh temple) and Community 
Centre which is located directly adjacent to the Centre access.  

 Acregate Lane is largely residential. 

1.3 Approved Land Uses 
1.3.1 The site has historically been used as a pub/hotel. As such the building benefits 

from an established lawful Class A4 use of the site.  

1.3.2 Although there is a view the site is unlikely to be occupied again as a public 
house, the building can be readily occupied as a restaurant without the need for 
any approvals from the planning department. Such a use is likely to be the most 
intensive use in terms of impact on access arrangements by creating the 
greatest demands for trip generation and for parking.  
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1.4 Creation of the ‘Able to Lean Centre’ 
1.4.1 Early in 2009 a deeply concerned parent in Preston contacted Mr. M. Shoeb 

Nakhuda, a locally well respect Islamic scholar. The parent wanted assistance 
from Mr Nakhuda in seeking an Islamic school that could teach his blind child, 
Mahmud to read the Quran. Mahmud had sight until about the age of 9 at which 
point he gradually started to lose his sight. Now about 16 years old Mahmud is 
totally blind and attends a specialist school in Liverpool. Mr Nakhuda struggled 
to find and direct Mahmud’s’ father to the existence of a suitable facility in the 
North-West. Fortunately for Mahmud, an old classmate of Mr Nakhuda runs a 
blind school in Africa and that initiated a journey in which the expertise from 
Africa was acquired by Mr Nakhuda, transferred to Preston and applied to 
Mahmud’s benefit.   

1.4.2 In the Muslim faith every child learns to read the Quran in Arabic generally at 
Arabic classes held every weekday evening between 5pm and 7pm. It is 
extremely rare to find an able bodied Muslim child not attending Arabic classes 
from the age of five until early adulthood.  

1.4.3 Although the ill and disabled are excused from practicing some aspects of the 
religion which they are unable to due to their disability, accepting this position 
would deprive a person from practicing their beliefs because of a disability. A 
situation which in a developed society is no longer considered acceptable. 

1.4.4 Mr Nakhuda, persuaded by Mahmud’s father and the lack of alternatives for the 
child, accepted the challenge to assist and teach Mahmud Arabic himself. Mr 
Nakhuda sourced Arabic books including the Quran in Braille as well as 
learning to read and teach Braille himself.  

1.4.5 Over a period of three years Mr Nakhuda not only taught Mahmud to read the 
Quran but in the process became experienced in teaching Braille. This 
achievement was even more groundbreaking as it takes most able bodied 
children considerably more than three years to learn to pray the Quran with the 
accuracy required. This landmark achievement, was celebrated by the local 
Muslim community in a gathering attended by hundreds of locals, some of 
whom had travelled considerable distances to congratulate Mahmud and in 
recognition of Mr Nakhuda’s efforts. Mr Nakhuda still teaches Mahmud every 
weekday evening as Mahmud continues his studies to memorise the complete 
Quran. 

1.4.6 The three year journey with Mahmud was a very humbling experience for Mr. 
Nakhuda, who having acquired these skills is aiming to pass on the benefits of 
his knowledge to as many blind Muslim children as possible by opening an 
Arabic school for the blind. 

1.4.7 Mr Nakhuda is joined by Dr M Mazharuddin, who also attended courses with Mr 
Nakhuda in reading and teaching Qur’anic Braille. Dr M Masharuddin has 
considerable teaching experience as a linguist and holds a Postgraduate 
Certificate in Education (PGCE), Master of Philosophy (MPhil) and lectures at 
Bury Collage and the Darul-uloom Islamic Collage in Bury and is an Edexcel 
Board Examiner.  

1.5 Funding 
Although the education system funded by the Government is well equipped to 
provided for both able bodied and disabled children with comparable standards 
of education, unfortunately community funded religious studies have not yet 
developed to the same point. Lacking in funding, Arabic schools have focused 
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on providing for the majority and possibly bypassing those in greatest need of 
faith and belief, who undoubtedly have the greatest commitment towards the 
afterlife and less on a materialistic existence in this life. It is that realisation 
which has pulled Preston’s Muslim community together and raised sufficient 
funds to allow the purchase and conversation of this site dedicated to providing 
facilities for blind Muslims. 

1.6 Proposed Land Use 
1.6.1 The planning proposals are to change the defined land use to a non-residential 

education centre (Class D1) with alterations to doors and windows. 

1.6.2 The applicant intends to establish an educational centre focusing on children 
with disabilities primarily blind children. In order to allow disabled children to 
learn in an inclusive environment and to subsidise and absorb the higher than 
normal cost of educating disabled students, the Centre will also cater for able 
bodied children.  

1.6.3 The attic/2nd Floor would be used for administrative and storage uses only. The 
ground floor would be dedicated to disabled pupils housing key support facilities 
including a library and a computer suit. The first floor would be accessible via a 
staircase only and would also cater for able bodied students. 

1.7 Historic Planning Applications  
1.7.1 The proposals have previously been the subject of two planning applications, 

both having been refused.  

1.7.2 The first application (06/2010/0367) was refused on grounds of highway safety 
as a direct consequence of insufficient parking associated with a teaching 
capacity of 62 children and therefore contrary to Policy H5 and T19 of the Local 
Plan. The refusal notice does not identify any other concerns raised either by 
the planning or highway authority.  

1.7.3 The second application (06/2011/0609) was refused on the same grounds of 
there being insufficient parking. However, on this occasion no reference was 
made to either the teaching capacity of the proposals or Policy H5 of the Local 
Plan Policy. 

1.7.4 Given the above predicaments, it is presented here the only concerns of the 
planning authority (and encapsulating those of the highway authority) are those 
associated with parking demand in this residential area and the resulting impact 
on highway safety as justified under Preston’s Local Plan policy T19. 

1.7.5 In early 2013, the AZH Consultancy was appointed and met with the County 
Council to discuss a potential third planning (i.e. the current) application and the 
nature of information required to support such an application. 

1.8 Pedestrian Access 
1.8.1 The property has frontages onto New Hall Lane, Acregate Lane and Tunbridge 

Street. The building abuts the back of footway on Acregate Lane from which 
there are two existing pedestrian only accesses. The building is also currently 
serviced from Tunbridge Street via a service yard providing both vehicular and 
pedestrian access along with a servicing/parking area. The existing and 
proposed layouts are attached in plans enclosed in Appendix A. 
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1.8.2 It is proposed all pedestrian access points be retained, but in the proposals 
those on New Hall Lane and Acregate Lane be used as emergency exists only. 
The service access off Tunbridge Street will continue to act as a vehicular 
service area. A walkway will be provided from the building entrance to the 
adopted highway, with a canopy leading from the building entrance to the gates 
with additional cover over the entrance gate. This sheltered area will facilitate 
shelter pick-up/drop-off and waiting adjacent to but off the highway. 

1.8.3 On both sides of the New Hall Lane/Acregate Lane signalised junction there are 
controlled pedestrian crossings across New Hall Lane which are integrated into 
the signal staging’s of the junction. These provide safe pedestrian crossing 
points across New Hall Lane. 

1.8.4 Tunbridge Street has a speed limit of 20mph, supported by traffic calming 
measures which ensure the natural terminal speed of the road is limited to the 
speed limit. The restricted speed facilitates safe pedestrian movements across 
the carriageway. 

1.8.5 The surrounding area is well served by well maintained footways and crossing 
facilities across major highways.  

1.8.6 There are no proposals to add or remove access points into and out of the 
building or the site. It is evident that the change of use will result in a different 
access hierarchy than has historically existed. The primary access will be from 
the historic service access which will no longer need to service goods vehicles, 
but will be able to provided a drop-off and pick-up point off the highway for 
mobility buses. The pedestrian access into the building will be redesigned to 
cater for wheel chair access. 

1.9 Vehicular Access 
1.9.1 The bulk of the development site sits on the junction of New Hall Lane/Acregate 

Lane/Arnhem Road. Arnhem Road is a one way street providing access onto 
New Hall Lane, New Hall Lane being a major arterial road out of Preston City 
Centre. Tunbridge Street runs parallel to Acregate Road and is a one-way street 
leading off New Hall Lane. Acregate Lane is a two-way street. Acregate Lane, 
Arnhem Road and Tunbridge Street all have a speed limit of 20mph being 
primarily residential roads. 

1.9.2 Servicing is from the rear of the property which via a service yard is accessed 
off Tunbridge Street. The vehicular access off Tunbridge Street is around 20m 
from its junction with New Hall Lane.  The western kerb of Tunbridge Street is 
marked with double yellow lines restriction parking along its western kerb for its 
entire length. Parking is permitted along its eastern kerb along its entire length, 
with parking restricted at the proposed Centre service yard entrance with the 
provision of dropped kerbs but no kerb markings. 

1.9.3 There is provision for 3 car parking spaces within the service yard.  

1.10 Trip Generations 
1.10.1 The proposed development would generate approximately 28 evening return 

trips compared to the 60 of the alternative use of the site as a restaurant. These 
unlike a restaurant will also be restricted to weekdays as the Centre would not 
normally be open during the weekends. 

1.10.2 A survey of Tunbridge Street on a Wednesday evening, the busiest time of the 
week for Tunbridge Street showed a total of 2 resident vehicle movements 
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during the time periods over which people would be arriving and leaving the 
Centre. 

1.10.3 It can therefore be argued with confidence that the proposed Centre would be a 
significant betterment in terms of traffic movements compared to the potential 
trip generations were it to be reoccupied under the current planning approvals 
for the site. Furthermore, given the very low levels of residential traffic using 
Tunbridge Street during the operating times of the Centre, the net impact 
compared to the existing situation of the site remaining permanently vacant is 
negligible.  

1.10.4 It should also be noted that Tunbridge Street is traffic calmed with a 20mph 
speed limit and with speed restriction measures in place. Even when 
considering additional traffic movements compared to a scenario in which the 
site is never occupied, the character of the road makes it highly improbable 
there would be a resultant detriment to highway safety. Furthermore, again due 
to the nature of traffic calming measures, any increase in traffic flow at low 
speeds would have a limited impact on the amenity of residents from factors 
such as traffic noise which would be within ‘day-to-day’ variations and any 
change highly unlikely to be noticeable from within the properties. 

1.11 Pick-up/drop-off Provision 
1.11.1 The carriageway of Tunbridge Street is 5.6m wide at the site access with 

footways on either side with widths of approximately 2.6m. Although parking is 
allowed along the eastern kerb line, non is allowed in front of the service yard 
access to the property and this is indicated by the provision of dropped kerbs. In 
order to facilitate the safe ingress and egress out of the property it is proposed 
the kerb line be marked with appropriate road markings to ensure parking does 
not occur along this section of kerb line. This will also facilitate cars to pull in 
alongside the kerb in order to drop-off and pick-up children, ensuring there is 
sufficient carriageway width left clear to allow other vehicles travelling along 
Tunbridge Street to pass unhindered. 

1.11.2 An attendant will be stationed at the service yard access from 4:30pm to 
5:00pm and again between 5:40pm to 6:00pm and 7:10pm to 7:30pm in order 
to facilitate the arrival and departure of children and ensure children can alight 
at the kerb ensuring drivers do not need to park. 

1.12 Parking  
1.12.1 With the site reoccupied as a restaurant, it is possible such a land use would 

generate a parking demand upwards of 30 car parking spaces throughout the 
evening and late evening during weekdays and during the weekends. 

1.12.2 It can therefore be argued with confidence that the proposed Centre would be a 
significant betterment in terms of parking demand compared to the potential 
demand were it to be reoccupied under the current planning approvals for the 
site. In any event, the Centre will be able to provide sufficient parking provision 
for its own needs within the site. Furthermore, demand by residents for a 
parking space during the times when people would be arriving at the Centre and 
until the time they leave is expected to be in the region of a single vehicle.  

1.13 Summary 
1.13.1 The previous planning application found the proposals compliant with Policies 

H5 and H12 of the adopted Preston Local Plan which relate to development in 
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residential areas and community uses respectively. The previous application 
also found the proposals compliant with Policies 14 and 25 of the Publication 
Core Strategy which relate to education and community facilities respectively. 

1.13.2 The previous application was refused on grounds of it being contrary to Policy 
T19 of the adopted Preston Local Plan. Policy T19 generally requires 
developments to be acceptable in terms of access arrangements, having 
considered sustainable modes of transport, safe vehicular access and parking 
and the access needs of the disabled. In coming to this conclusion it is believed 
there was no recognition of the site benefiting from any existing planning 
approvals.  

1.13.3 In establishing whether the previous planning application would ‘exacerbated’ 
the highway situation, conclusions were drawn by comparing the Centre with a 
site that would always remain unoccupied. This was unrealistic and in policy 
terms the comparison should have been made with a scenario in which the site 
will at some point in the future be occupied by an alternative use which would 
require no further planning approvals, i.e. potentially as a restaurant. If that 
comparison had been made it would have concluded the proposals are a net 
improvement compared to a scenario in which the application is not 
implemented. 

1.13.4 In any event the Transport Study and Highway Safety Audit which were 
submitted alongside this report have given consideration to the existing 
movements on Tunbridge Street and has also presented the likely levels of trip 
generations from the development and concluded these would not be material 
and would be within daily variations of existing traffic levels. Furthermore, there 
is unlikely to be any impact on highway safety or any additional demand for on-
street parking from the proposals or a noticeable impact on the amenity of 
residents. 

1.13.5 It is therefore concluded that the proposed development would not be 
detrimental to the adjacent highway network and there is no reason with respect 
to transport related planning policies why this development should not be 
acceptable to the highway authority (Lancashire County Council) and the 
planning authority (Preston City Council). 

1.13.6 The proposed land use is consistent with an existing use on the street which 
explains why the proposals have been readily accepted by neighbours.  

1.13.7 The character of the Street, being one-way, traffic calmed and lightly used 
makes it ideal for pedestrian movements to and from a special needs school.  
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